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Wrnt all the practical tendencies of the present age, the
is memorable for the number of distinguished
past
names it has added to the poetical literature of England.
Excepting the golden period of Elizabeth, never lias there
appeared, in so short a space, such a galaxy as that which
arose soon after the Mighty Wizzard first invoked " the mouldering harp of the North." Byron, Moore, Southey, Wordsworth, Campbell, Rogers, not to name a score of worthies
scarcely less gifted, have almost all lived and sung within the
brief compass through whicli our memory extends. One after
another resigns his harp, and lays aside "life's sandal shoon
and scallop shell." Rogers, the last of this royal Line, within
the past year, bade the world farewell.
half-centur-

y

--

'

Farewell, a word that must be, and hath been,
A sound that makes us linger."

The spirits that are gone have long held us in willing capThey have led us beneath pure skies, through fragrant
fields, beside clear fountains and musical waters. They have
conducted us triumphantly through scenes dark, and wild, and
wildering. They have wafted our souls "with warbled

tivity.
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hymns " into
breathe

"the pure

" Ambrosial

"empyrean,"

and permitted us to

odors and ambrosial flowers."

They have guided us in visioifthrough lurid flames '; in lowest
spiritual depths," and turned our souls from terror into infinite
and wild delight. But these powerful genii have left us.
"Te are unwilling that the chains they have woven around us
should be broken. Saluted, as we now are, by strange voices,
and with a strange jargon, we instinctively follow the example
of those strangers of old in a strange land, after their harps
are hung upon the willows, and they had sat down by the
waters of Babylon. Thomas Haines Bailey, Alexander Smith,
Alfred Tennyson, and a few others of less note,
"Which of them all is the worst?
I will bury myself in my books, and the Devil may pipe to his own."

But no, our fate is upon us : the man of the Laurel must be
heard. Let us listen for a moment to his piping in behalf of
himself and his brethren
are puppets, Man in his pride, and Beauty fair in her flower?
Do we move ourselves, or are moved by an unseen hand, at a game
That pushes us off from the board, and others ever succeed ?
And yet, we cannot be kind to each other here for an hour ;
We whisper, and hint, and chuckle, and grin at a brother's shame ;
However, we brave it out, ?re men are a little breed."

"We

But yesterday, " he who sung of Thalaba" was wearing
the Laurel Wreath. As he passed away, it lingered for a
brief space on the venerable brow of the Bard of the Lakes.
Green and glorious, behold it now encircling the dainty temples of Alfred Tennyson ! Shade of the immortal Sir John
Duckling, break from thy slumber of two hundred years, and
show the present Laureate with what grace the wreath once
adorned thy brow. Congratulate him on the progress of the
divine Art of poesy. Tell him how finely you could once trip
with glowing feet" through the mazes of the stanza, and
excel too, when you tried, " in choice beauty of expression."
Whisper in thy brother's ear such lines as these, from thine
exquisite Ballad upon a Wedding :
" The maid, and thereby hangs a tale,
For Mich a maid, no Whilsun alo
Could ever yet prod uce

:
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MAUD.

No grape that's kindly ripe could be
So round, so plump, so soft as she,
Nor half so full of juice.

" Her finger was so small, the ring
Would not stay on which they did bring

;

It was

too wide a pock :
And to say truth (for out it must),

It look'd like the great collar (just)
About our young colt's neck.

" Her feet beneath her petticoat,
Like little mice stole in and out,
As if they fear'd the light,
But oh she dances such a way,
No sun upon an Easter day
Is half so fine a sight."
!

There is something recherche and bewitchingly pleasino- jn
tills. The tone of sentiment may not Le Tory exalted,
but the
versification is easy, natural, and inimitable.
Through the medium of critical notices and occasional
stray " waifs of rhyme," we had formed to ourselves some idea
of the leading characteristics of Mr. Tennyson's poetry. We
had regarded him as one who looked upon common
themes,
and ordinary materials, as already overworked, and as altogether transcendental in his tendencies ; as one therefore who
felt himself impelled to search for richer prophets and vestals
and for veins of thought naturally concealed from vuRar
t very day, observation. We had assigned to him attributes
kindred to those of the genius of Shelley, who so delighted in
the subtleties of a refined philosophy, that, like a child in pursuit of globules of quicksilver, he spent his chief etreno-tin
eha sing thoughts, which, from their very elements, could never
be clearly or satisfactorily apprehended.
For the first time, we take up a volume of Tennyson with
a serious intent of thorough perusal.
Maud, Maud ! The
passion.
Wo are startled into no convulsions
by the novelty of the theme. Coleridge would have chosen
for a love myth a more pleasing title, than this ugly monosyllable, Maud. Christabel, we would read that' poem
out
of complement to its title alone. Bildad, said a stranger after
a christening, was there no better name for the wee bairn
in
the Bible ? Mau l, a Saxon conception of the beautiful Ma"--

--

h

all-pervadi-

ug

-
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deline, is this the best Mr. Tennyson could do by way of
christening his heroine ? He is not ignorant of the power of
Influenced, doubtless, as
like and unlike, in
St. Pierre might have been, when he placed Paul in conjunctive
contrast with Virginia, our author said to himself, Alfred and
Maud this will do link them together poem.
juxta-positio-

n.

the dreadful hollow behind the little wood,
heath.
Its lips in the field above are dabbled with blood-reledges drip with a silent horror of blood,
The
And Echo there, whatever is ask'd her, answers ' Death.' "

"I hate

d

red-ribb'-

d

This is a verse of four lines rhyming alternately. But the
length of the lines is so great that the rhymes arc scarcely in
hearing of each other. Sixteen verses like this, make up the
first Canto of Maud. The same style pervades the first fourth
of the poem. The volume opens with the above stanza. "We
proceed with a lino or two of the next and on, that wc may
arrive at some clue that leads to the train of musings which
follow :
a ghastly pit, kmg since a body was found.
His who had given me life."

"For there, in

We are pointed to the rock that fell with him, yet the next
quatrain starts the question, as to how his father, " mangled,
flattened and crushed, and dented into the ground," got there.
" Did he fling himself down? who knows? for a great speculation had failed,
And ever he muttcr'd and madden'd, and ever wann'd with despair,
And out he walk'd where the v:ind like a broken worldling v;aWd,
And tlx flying gold of llic woodlands drove through the air."

The felicity of diction in the lines we have italicized, witli that
in those which follow, will not fail to rivet the attention of the

reader

:

" I remember the time, for the roots of my hair were stirr'd
By a shuffled step, by a dead weight trail'd, by a whisper'd fright,
And my pulses closed their gates with, a shock on my heart, as I heard
shriek of a mother divide the shuddering night."
Tlie
shrill-edge- d

" Yilliany somewhere !" The complainant pointedly hints
that an " old man, now lord of the broad estate and the Hall,"
had withdrawn from "a scheme" with pockets well "gorged,"
which had left his, the said complainant's family, unquestionably well fleeced. Several pages are hence devoted to an in- -
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diligence of spleen against Peace, as the cause of bad faith in
trade, etc.
" Peace in her vineyard

yes

but a company forges the wine;"

!

" Chalk, alum, and plaster are sold to the poor for bread ;"
grind upon the ear at midnight ; the sick are cheated
of a few last gasps, by a poisoned panacea ; the mother kills
grins on a pile of
her babe for a burial fee ; Timour-Mammochildren's bones, because, we suppose, they are worth their
weight in guano. And now, since peace is such miserable
defence against these and like outrages, we hear raised the
cry for war :
"Is it peace or war? better war loud war by land and by sea,

centre-bit- s

n

!

War with a thousand battles, and shaking a hundred thrones."

Mr. Tennyson is striving to retrieve his fortune by making
The Old Hall
a little capital out of a dclenda est Carthago.
the touch of a
by
smoke,
"gilt
all
this
through
last
peeps
at
millionaire." Maud, of singular beauty, is there. Alfred
had played with her when she wore short slips and long
She was then a venturesome, climbling, tumblesome
and
delight of the village and joy of the Hall, moon-facethe darling of all. Alfred fears a curse creeping near him.
"The fiend," he says, "best knows whether woman or man
be the worse," and like a gallant soldier he closes his first
Canto by solemnly soliloquising,
leg-gin-

s.

d,

" I will bury myself in my books, and the Devil may pipe to his own."

The poor "passionate heart" is under the spell. Maud is
seen by and by, as the carriage passes. But the calm of our
hero is never to be broken by Maud. She is " perfectly beautiful," but "she has neither savor nor salt." She has "a
face," ("her eyes were downcast, not to be
cold clear-cu- t
faulty, without fault, " icily regular," a splenis
She
seen.")

did nullity, "dead perfection," "nothing more," with the
slight exception of a brief "paleness" induced by " travel,"
" Or an under lip, you may call it a little too ripe, too full,
Or the least Utile clelicale aquiline curve in a sensitive nose."

From this singular combination Mr. Tennyson tells us he
,
with the least little touch of the spleen."
" escaped
Cauto.
Second
Thus ends the
heart-free-
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We have not time to speak of those which follow only in
a general way. Our hero is in a happy condition, considering all the circumstances, and by and by he speaks his mind
in a manner worthy of Solomon :
" For not to desire or admire, if a man could learn it, were more
Than to walk all day like the Sulian of old in a garden of spice."

The long, lingering hexameters which make up a third of the
Poem, are closed with
"Ah llaud,

Why

?

you

milk-whit-

fawn, you are all unmeet for a wife."

e

Because
"

You have fed on the rotes,

and lain in

the lillics

of Vfe."

The remainder of the Poem is irregular in its metre, and
in the length of its verses. Stacked up in type without leads
it would present a sectional outline of a modern belle with
hooped petticoats and a gypsy bonnet.
Having passed the hoops, we begin to think better of
Maud. As we hear her singing in the meadow by a cedar,
under the Hall, a martial song, as we meet her again
'

" Where the sunset bum'd
On the blossom'd gable ends,
At the head of the village street,"

we are almost in love with her.

Put

" That dandy despot, he,
That jewell'd mass of millinery,
That oil'd and curl'd Assyrian Bull,
Smelling of musk and insolence,"

we don't like his looks any better than some one else. Put
we must keep cool, and take timely warning from the counsel
implied in the following triplet :
"Yea too, myself from myself I guard,
For often a man's own angry pride
Is cap and bells for a fool."

We meet Maud at the village church and change glances.
Again on the moor, she waves her hand to us, but there are
two at her side.
They are " bound for the Hall." We have
here some few touches of nature. The brother is furnishing a
suitor for Maud. But all is not over. There's many a delicacy yet to be worked up for the intellectual and poetical palate.

1S5G.
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" All night have the roses heard
The flute, violin, bassoon ;
All nighl 1ms the casement jrissaviine slirr'd
To the dangers dancing in tune,
Till a silence fell with the waking bird,
And a hush with the sitting moon."
--

'We'll ask for no better poetry, of the kind, than is to be found
in nearly a dozen stanzas like the above.
Let it be said, in brief, the lover is insulted by the brother
a duel
of Maud in presence of herself and her "
ensues, the brother falls on the dark and bloody ground to which
the opening of the Poem alludes. The hero becomes a wanderer, haunted by terrors and the spectre of the one he has
slain. His strange and incoherent musings lead us to suspect
him of madness. We confess our inability to catch the drift
of passages hereabout, which, no doubt, when properly understood, are exceedingly fine.
We come to the last Cantata :
lord-lover-

,"

" My life has crept so long on a brolcn wing,
Thro' cells of madness, haunts of horror and fear,
That I come to be grateful at last for a little thing."

Our hero has a dream of war.
And now he exclaims

His dream is realized.

" It is time, 0 passionate heart and morbid eye,
should die.
That old hysterical
And I stood on a giant deck, and mixed my breath
With a loyal people shouting a battle cry,
Till I saw the dreary phantom arise and fly
Far into the North, and battle, and seas of death."
mock-diseas- e

In the mystical language of the closing line, we are led to
blossom of war," in a three-tolpronounce Maud " the blood-reWe shall leave to better judges, whether
signification.
the Poem can be said to possess " a heart of fire."
It is to be regretted that a man with such a keen sense of
melody, and nice discrimination in the use of language, as
Tennyson possesses, should put himself into a strait jacket by
affecting a peculiar but awkward style. It may be true that a
nut is the better for cracking. This will not apply to poetry.
If we are mistaken, let Mr. Tennyson hand over some nutcrackers, in the shape of explanatory notes, along with his
next dish. We prefer peaches to almonds any day. The soul
d

d
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of song should flow out, above and beyond the words by which
it seeks expression. Let us take almost at random a scrap of
Childe Harold :
" The beings of the mind are not of ol.iy
Essentially immortal, they create
And multiply in us a brighter ray,
And more beloved existence."

j

These words are all aglow with meaning. They express
all the poet desires. There is no striving for petty verbal
effect, in other words there is no affectation.
To say the least,
as we are now saying our last in regard to Maud, we hope
when we again take up a volume of Tennyson, we shall meet
with no such couplets as this, which lie perpetrates in view of
a temporary absence of the heroine's brother :
''This lump

of earth has left his estate
The lighter by the loss of his weight."
--

TIIE HARVEST SPRING.
Sweet birds sing out from branches green
Of fresh leaved maples tall,
O'er rocky banks whose mosses sheen
Show sunward trickles full.
There closed in grass as
Half hid in sun and
toward the
The Harvest Spring
Joy-bosome-

d

fed with flowers.
shade,
summer hours
is laid.

From fronting slopes the breezy grain
Runs up the noontide warm
While rustling sickles glitter plain
On many a sunlit arm.
Till oft, when strength grows faint in stir.
Quick beating every vein,
harvester
Full oft each
Drinks, in the shade again.
calm-browe-

d

Their hearts wear health like dreams of Prime
Glad lifting through their forms
Hark to the striking sickles' chime !
Large sheaves flash from their arms !
.
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Thus nt tlie
spring of Truth,
In fresher spots of Life,
Our souls drink bright a sense of Youth
To wear our Harvest strife.
heaven-fringe-

d

And forward on the light we bend
A weight of grain and flowers
And toward our Evening sunlight wend.
Binding our sheaves of hours.

THE EIGHT EEV. PHILANDER CnASE, D.D.
Continued from page 239.

Yielding at last to the advice of tlie Bishop and the cordial aud urgent invitation of Christ Church, Hartford, he
accepted the call and removed to Hartford in the autumn of
that year, 1811. He himself thus speaks of his rectorship of
this highly respectable parish : " The writer's connection
with Christ Church, Hartford, forms the most peaceful part in
the history of his life. I returned," he adds, " to tlie Xorthern
States, aud in the fall of 1S11 was, with uncommon felicity to
myself, fixed as rector of Christ Church, Hartford, Connecticut. My residence in this city continued till 1817. During
this period the number of the faithful greatly increased ; the
attendants at the Lord's table, from a very few, became a great
number. I rejoiced to see the blessed effects of the Gospel of
peace, and the many examples of a faithful and holy life. In
the bosom of an enlightened society, softened by the hand of
urbanity and gentleness, my enjoyments, crowned with an
abundance of temporal blessings, were as numerous and refined
as fall to the lot of man. Of the time I spent in this lovely
city I can never speak in ordinary terms. It is to my remembrance as a dream of more than terrestrial delight. Of its
sweets I tasted for a while and thought myself happy ; but
God, who would train his servants more by tlie reality of suffering than by ideal and transitory bliss, saw fit to direct my
thoughts to other and more perilous duties."
His aged and venerable parents survived until 1814-1- 5.
His mother died August, 1S14. aged 81 years, and his father

2GG
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in JIarch, 1S15, in the S6fh year of his ago. From a Incoming and touching tribute to their memory by their eminent
son, the Bishop, we present the following extracts as evidence
of how tender were his recollections of his parents, and how
deep his filial piety :
"It is usual to say of the dead, that, when departing, they
gave evidence of their faith, and bore testimony of the truth.
This is not enough when speaking of the parents of the writer.
Their whole lives bore testimony of the truth as it is in Jesus;
they lived the life, as well as, died the death, of the righteous
and the evidence of this is written in the memories of all who
knew them, and of all their numerous offspring. All said at
the time, and all can now say, with singular unanimity,
'Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord, for they rest from
They
their labors, and their works do follow them.'
had lived in great harmony together for more than half a century ; and from their youth had professed to be the disciples of
the Lord Jesus Christ, and to rely for grace and salvation
solely on Him who had paid the debt of sin, and was able and
willing to save all who come unto Him in faith.
"When they drew near their end, and felt the infirmities
of age admonishing them that death was not far off, instead
of trembling and being afraid, they seemed to rejoice at his
Often did their children and attendants hear them
approach.
mutually congratulating each other that their change was
coming, that their voyage of life was nearly over, and that
there was every appearance that they might be permitted, by
the Disposer of events, to step together on the shores of blessedness."
"From the moment the writer's mother died, his father
conceived himself from home, and would frequently and most
earnestly beg his children to carry him home to his beloved
wife; an instance of intense and undying conjugal affection
seldom witnessed.
And yet he would go to the grave where
his wife was laid, and with calmness speak of her virtues
while living. He was asked what he would have inscribed
on her
lie replied, alluding to her faith in a
blessed resurrection, manifested by her bright example,
' Write on her

....

....

tomb-ston-

e.

tomb-ston- e

THIS IS THE WAY TO IMMORTALITY.'
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Accordingly it was so inscribed on the headstone of her grave.
And when lie himself died, and was buried by her side soon
after, they wrote, from his favorite author, whose poem he
could repeat nearly all by heart, and from which he had
selected the writer's christian name, the following appropriate
distich
" An angel's arm can't snatch mo from the grave;
Legions of angels can't confine me there."
Dtt. Young's Night Thoughts.

There tliey both lie in the grave-yar- d
of the Episcopal Church
in Cornish. The evergreen pine trees grow round the enclosure, and the wind, as it blows through the branches reminds
you of the breath of God by which the dead shall be revived
and quickened, according to the promise of the Saviour by the
prophet 'Thy dead men shall live; together with my dead
body shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the
dust ; for thy dew is as the dew of herbs ; and the earth shall
east out the dead.' Is. xxvi. 19.
" Under the limbs of these trees you see the pure waters of
the river Connecticut, and the bridge which leads over to the
beautiful village of Windsor", in Vermont. Turn your face
West, and the towering mountain, Ascutney, fills all your
view. It lifts its head on high; the sunbeams rest upon its
brow, while oft the dark clouds begirt its waist; showing us
that the light of God's countenance can beam upon ns while
troubles encompass us here below.
u For the last time the writer visited this peaceful, hallowed
place, in the summer of 1840. lie plucked a wild flower
from the grassy graves of his venerable parents an emblem
of the fading character of all human things. lie said, as he
closed the grave-yar- d
gate, ' O life, thou art but a shadow.
is
beyond the grave.'"
The only reality
While Mr. Chase was in charge of Christ Church, Hartford, and in the enjoyment of all that his heart could wish,
wilderness
great and stirring thoughts of the
and
of
what
of
scattered
there,
Christ
its future
sheep
and the
would be, constantly came up like spirits from the vasty deep,
and more and more enlisted his best affections and purposes
in what was then as now the great domestic missionary field
of the American Church. At last the spiritual wants of this
trans-Alleghan- y
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vast region impressed him so overpoweringly that he could
find peace only in remembering them at a throne of grace,
and giving himself to the work of a pioneer missionary in the
West. lie therefore resigned his charge of what he always
styled his " beloved parish of Christ Church, Hartford," in
the winter of 1S1C-1- 7,
and in the following March set out
alone on an exploring visit to Ohio. In a letter to Bishop
White, dated Kew York, Sept. 23, 192S, he thus refers to that
important step :
u On the third
day of March, a. d. 1S17, I left my Ixlovcd
parish of Christ Church, Hartford, State of Connecticut; and
in so doing, bade adieu to many of the comforts, and nearly
all the refinements, of well regulated Christian society. Witli
what sentiments and feelings I did this, may be witnessed by
the tears which I shed at parting, and which scarcely ceased
to moisten my cheek for many a day, as the rapid vehicle conveyed me fast to the western wilderness.
My motives in going
were those expressed in my ordination vows, 'to seek for
Christ's sheep that were dispersed abroad, and for his children
who are in the midst of this naughty world, that they might
be saved, through Christ, for evc"r.'
As Abraham, I 'went
out from my kindred and friends, not knowing whither I went,'
but the Lord, I trust, being my guide and helper."
His own account of his last services as Rector of Christ
Church, Hartford, is deeply touching and interesting "The
day before he left Hartford, which was on the 2d March, 1S17,
the writer administered the Holy Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper to his beloved flock, for the last time as their spiritual
pastor. Nothing had been said in the Sermon touching the
event of his going away, yet all were in tears as they approached, and as they continued at the altar. This was an
unusual circumstance, and can be accounted for only by knowing the sympathy of a generous people for their minister,
when undertaking a very hazardous enterprise. A man who,
with whatever poor ability, had served them in holy things
with great sincerity, for more than six years, was about to
leave them ; not for a more wealthy and opulent parish, but
literally for the wilderness under the patronage of no missionary or any other associated body of men, for then there
were no such in being but he was going depending on his--

-
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There was consolation
own limited means, under Providence.
in the i'aith that God would be his Protector. But such is the
frailty of poor human nature, that the very thought of his
resting only on an Almighty arm, when all human support
was absent, caused their tears to flow. But not a word was
said, no stopping after service, and with ostentatious grief and
formal wailings, hanging around their beloved minister. All
went silently from church, and, as he has been oft assured
heart-rendin- g
since, as they went to their several dwellings, with
for good
over
earnestness, prayed that God would watch
and bless their friend, so lately their loving pastor. And the
writer has reason to believe these prayers were not disregarded
by Him who hath all things under his control
"The writer walked to his home, up Burr street, alone.
' Cold blew the night wind, drifting fast the snow fell,' and
that evening the roads were unusually obstructed; yet the
pious Canfield, one of his communicants, who both owned and
called for him early on Monday morn-ins- :.
drove the stage-coach,

"

" Leaving his wife and youngest child, then one year old,

in his peaceful home in Hartford, the writer entered on his
melancholy journey to the West. It is a long road, nearly
four hundred miles, from Hartford to Buffalo."
To be Continued.

IIALOTIIA.
A

LEGEND

OF HARPER'S

FERRY.

calcuFew scenes upon the Western Continent are more
passage
the
than
beholder
of
the
lated to excite the admiration
Although possess-iof the Potomac through the Blue Bidge.
grandeur which
bewildering
and
terrible
of
none of that air
equal extent
almost
an
to
delights
it
surrounds Niagara, yet
sublimity.
genuine
less
the
none
by its quiet, though
the origin of
Various conjectures have been formed as to
rivers, since at
this straive outlet of the noble river or rather
Potomac through
this poinUhe Shenandoah unites with the
n
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the narrow cleft in the mountain range. Mr. Jefferson gives
it as his opinion that at one time the waters, clammed up by
the Blue Ridge, which opposed an impassable barrier to their
further progress, formed a great lake or ocean many miles in
extent, and that, continuing to rise, they have at length broken
through the mountain, which they have rent asunder to its
very base. This opinion, which indeed will scarcely be contradicted by any one who has visited the spot, is not without
the merit of antiquity. The following legend, handed down
from father to son fur successive generations, shows that it was
held by the American Aborigines ; and although the details
given below are no doubt purely imaginary, yet they go far to
justify ps since all u Indian legends'' are ' founded on fact."'
in believing that the "rending of the mountain" spoken of by
Mr. Jefferson, was an actual occurrence.
Near the lake formed by the waters of the Potomac and
Shenandoah rivers, was the encampment of a powerful tribe
of Indians, the Torgees, between whom and the Lanaicnces,
another tribe whose hunting grounds were situated at a distance of several days' journey to the southward, a most blood v
an 1 relentless war had been carried on for many years. The
contention took its rise in a petty dispute between a few of (lie
younger members of each tribe, concerning some unimportant
matter ; and at first neither party seemed to apprehend anything serious from it. But one step led to another; one
trifling act of aggression gave rise to as trifling a retaliation,
which in turn afforded occasion for another act of violence on
the part of those who had been the first to give oflence ; so
that, finally, what had been considered merely as a quarrel
between a few giddy and inexperienced boys, and unworthv
the notice of the older braves, grew into a war of extermination. And as the two tribes were nearly equal in strength, so
fiercely did the contest rage that it was not until many scalps
had been lost on both sides and then only through a special
interposition of the Great Spirit on their behalf that the
Lanawnees were victorious.
It appears that some
summers previous to the
commencement of the war, a daughter had been born to
Makusu, the great war chieftain of the tribe last mentioned.
The child to whom the name of llalotha, or the " White
half-a-doze-

n
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Rose," had been given was, according to the old legend,
more beautiful a thousand times, than the flower from which
she had received her name, and her goodness of heart far surpassed even her rare beauty. So gentle was she that the most
timid inhabitant of the forest feared not her approach, and the
most savage beasts became harmless in her presence. Makusu,
stern lather though none else could bend his irou purpose always gratified her wishes, and many were the prisoners
who to her entreaties owed their deliverance from the stake.
But while her own inherent goodness made Ilalotha beloved by all, another circumstance caused her to be regarded
as a being superior to mere mortals, and connected her safety,
in a mysterious manner, with the welfare of her people. lor,
previous to her birth a terrible tempest such as no one had
had raged incessantly for many days.
ever before witnessed
obscured
by thick masses of black clouds ;
entirely
was
The sky
peal, caused the earth to shake
after
peal
thunder,
the crashing
flashes of lightning
while
the
gleaming
centre,
very
to its
made those who had never known fear, fall upon their faces in
dismay. As soon, however, as Ilalotha was born, the storm
subsided ; the clouds passed away, and the glorious sun shone
From this supernatural
forth once more in all his splendor.
occurrence, the aged seer, or " medicine man" of the Lanaw-needeclared that the child had been given to the tribe by the
Great Spirit, and predicted that she would one day preserve it
from some terrible calamity. This prediction, with the circumstance which caused its utterance, speedily became known
to the neighboring as well as the more remote tribes, but as
time passed on, it seemed gradually to have been forgotten.
It was soon, however, to be most forcibly recalled to the recolhV-- r

s,

lection of all concerned.
The war, as I before remarked, was long and bloody. The
Lanawnccs had to mourn the loss of many of their bravest
warriors, and the strength of the tribe was rapidly wasting
away. The time for the fulfilment of Ilalotha's mission was
evidently drawing nigh, yet still she remained a gentle, delicate girl, in her father's wigwam.
The Torgees too, on the other hand, had met with losses
not less severe. But with that stern resolution found only in
the red man, Masqua, their great war chief, continued the
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At length, however, after the summer had come and
again and again, and when scarce a moiety of his braves
remained with him, his haughty spirit seemed to waver. lie
called a council of his warriors, and would ask their advice.
He had exerted all his tact and cunning in vain ; he would
now gladly seek their aid and guidance.
The council deliberated long without arriving at any definite conclusion. They must fight die but never confess
themselves defeated. Such was the voice of all, but at the
same time there lurked in every mind a thought that there
might be still some plan of action, which, hitherto untried,
would decide the contest in their favor.
Suddenly a stranger appeared in the
He
was an old man, of singular appearance, his countenance wore
an unearthly pallor, and his voice was deep and supernatural,
as, advancing to the centre of the circle, and turning to
Masqua, he said: "Has the Bed Wolf been drinking of the
waters of forgetfulness ? Does he not remember that Halotiia
dwells with her people ?" and before the assembled warriors
had recovered from their astonishment, he had quietly withdrawn himself from their presence.
Not long were the Torgecs in interpreting the mysterious
stranger's meaning. The story of Ilalotha was recalled to
memory, and the thought instantly flashed across the mind of
Masqua that her presence alone preserved her people from destruction, and that by capturing her he should at once bring
the war to a successful issue. lie accordingly lost no time in
dispatching a small band of his most cunning and experienced
braves for the purpose of covertly entering the territory of the
Lanawnees, and if possible of making Ilalotha their prisoner.
Tie himself, in order to obviate in some measure the difficulty
of their undertaking, prepared openly to carry on the war
with redoubled energy.
But for a long time the spies lurked around the village of
the Lanawnees in vain. Days, and even weeks passed, yet
still their project was unaccomplished. At last, however,
their perseverance wa3 crowned with success. Ilalotha was
one day sitting upon a pile of dried skins near the door of her
wigwam, engaged in working a pair of moccasins, which she
intended to present her father on his return from the expecb
fight.

go.ue,
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tion on which he had gone a few days before, when suddenly
from the edge of the surrounding forest, she heard a soft, piteous voice, as of some young child in distress, calling her
name, and imploring her assistance. She listened a moment
the cry was repeated and then, forgetting the strict injunction of the stern Makusu, on no account to venture abroad, and
strange to say, meeting w;th no one of her people to prevent
her so doing, she hastened to the relief of the supposed sufferer.
As she approached the spot, the voice seemed to recede, but its
accents became more and more piteous, and without stopping
to think, she hastened on, far into the depths of the forest.
Suddenly the voice which had lured her was hushed.
In a moment, from their ambuscade, the Torgee spies sprang
forth, and with a glad shout secured the unresisting maiden
as their prisoner. The object of their mission having been
thus accomplished, they immediately started on their return to
their own tribe, and on the evening of the sixth day had the
satisfaction of delivering their captive into the hands of
Masqua, their chieftain.
As this was a war of extermination, all captives were,
without form of trial, put to death ; but as llalotha was
regarded as a prisoner of more than ordinary distinction, from
the air of mystery which surrounded her former history,
ilascma withdrew his braves from the war path, and called a
council to determine as to what should be her fate.
Only two warriors addressed the council. The first was a
veteran, brave, stern and commanding, whose body bore traces
of wounds received in a hundred battles. He was in favor of
sparing their prisoner's life. lie recounted the story of her
birth, and declared that they should war against the Great
Spirit himself in putting her to death. He who replied was
a youug warrior, rash at times, but generally victorious in
battle, and a great favorite of the tribe. He reproached him
intimating that he had
who had just spoken with
captive
life
through fear of her
of
their
advised to spare the
that
the Great Spirit
ended
by
saying
and
father's vengeance;
a most remarkhad
he
since
in
to
friendly
them,
was certainly
able manner directed them to her capture, and had virtually
placed her within their power. When he sat down the tokens
e,

cou-ardic-

13

.
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of approbation beard on all sides were too manifest to be mistaken, and Ilalotha was condemned to die.
On the Eastern shore of the Lake before mentioned
a spot
consecrated by the ashes of many a victim Ilalotha was
fastened to the stake. During her captivity she had exhibited
a gentle firmness and quiet dignity of manner, which, while
it could not abate their cruelty, yet won the admiration of her
enemies ; and now, when led forth to receive the death she so
little merited, her step was light and free, and no symptom of
fear was shown on her part as she looked upon the preparations going on around her. A shudder, it is true, passed
through her frame when fire was applied to the dry wood
heaped up around her, but it was only momentary when
caknly closing her eyes she resigned herself to her fate.
The crackling flames rose higher and higher; the now
thoroughly excited savages fiercely brandishing their tomahawks and war clubs, and dancing around in horrid concert
filled the air with their infernal yells.
Suddenly a peal of thunder from the cloudless sky put a
stop to their frantic revels. The air grew dark as midnight,
and with a crash, awfully terrific, the earth beneath their feet
gave way.
The pent up waters of the lake had burst through the
mountain range ; the lake itself had disappeared, and with it
tiie Torgees ceased to exist as a nation.
Thus the prophecy of the old medicine man had been fulfilled, and Ilalotha by her death had ended the dreadful
war, ami saved her people from destruction.

AromEGMs.
Were we as eloquent as angels, yet should
we please some men, some women, some children, much more
by listening than by talking.
Law and equity are two things which God has joined, but
which man hath put asunder.
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WAVES.
As lively ocean deeps outselling
To turn against the light,
By
forever dwelling
In fresher breathing might ;
So starry fronted souls upheaving
Their wealth of golden dower,
Do keep their mirrors wide receiving
A brighter, healthier power.
life-unre-

st

As lively ocean billows mingle,
Many bursting into one,
Some blowing under cloud and single
Some flashed against the sun
So living thoughts from one another
Some growing sunward leap
Exstatic some how many smother
Their gleaming heads in sleep.

MY LAST SERMOX.
BY

"THE POET IX SPITE

OF HIMSELF."

,

Banks of the Muskingum, Xov. 1, 1S56.
Deak Collegia-It stems very proper that I should, at
this present writing, address you from the Banks of the Muskingum, for it so happens, in the prevalent drouth, that there
is not much left of this geographical celebrity but its banks ;
the river having gone where a man's ideas sometimes will go,
into a state of evaporation ; or, as the old Dutchman said of
his horse in "mine atvertishmen," having "sdrayed,-or
rund avay."
I purpose writing something about my last sermon ; for
your readers, I presume, arc much like other people, though
neither fond of hearing or reading ordinary sermons, yet, are
exceedingly fond of talking and hearing about them. The
text was, "Surely, every man walkcth in a vain shew;" with
which I always, happily or unhappily, associate the story of a
rural D. D., who invariably introduced it into the prayer of
the morning devotions of the sanctuary, and as invariably fbl- ,
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lowing the orthography of King James' version, recited it a:,
though it read, " Surely every man walheth in a vain shoe."
This is none of your apocryphal or uncanonical stories, hut a
veritable tact ; which reminds me of another incident which
occurred in the same pulpit, while the writer was a visitor in
is
the neighborhood a few years since. The house of worship
the
among
of
greenery"
nestled down in a cosy little "nook
mountains of Berkshire county, Massachusetts, a favorite
summer resort for New Yorkers, and not far from the country
residence of the Star Correspondent of the "Independent,"
whose descriptions of the scenery of that locality have given
Here too, lived the Dog Noble and
celebrity.
it a world-widso brave a
the Squirrel over whose empty hole he performed
to, that
"the
referred
visit
of
the
time
part. It happened at
crags
mountain
among
nestled
the pulpit of the little church
of
peak
highest
himself,
the
Greylocke
and in sight of old
T
,
Dr.
by
Sabbath
a
for
single
filled
Massachusetts, was
ManStudent's
for
his
universities
and
known in all colleges
ual. The Doctor rose in his place and began the invocation
with the oft repeated passage, " Lord, thou hast been our
dwelling place in all generations. Before the mountains were
forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth," &c,
broun-htwhich he recited with this, so it seemed to me, happy variation" Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in alletc.generations. Before these mountains were brought forth,"
To return to our text. David himself seems to have picked
former age.
up its idea, " a vain shew," from the drift of a
of his
scenes
pastoral
the
amid
Uz,
of
patriarch
Long before, the
" Man that is born of a woman,
:
say
to
constrained
lifc,was
cometh forth like a
is of few days and full of trouble ; he
a shadow and
as
also
fleeth
;
he
down
is
cut
flower and
not."
It seems, ever since, to have been a favorite thought m the
Watts,
current of the world's religious and poetic literature.
:
follows
in his version of the Psalms, brings it out as
e

0

eon-tinue- th

" Swift through an empty shade ne run,
Anil vanity and man are one."
--

variations
In another place he touches it witli the following
" False are the men of high degree,
The baser sort are vanity ;

:
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Laid in a balance doth appear
Light as a puff of empty air."

Solomon, Israel's " Grand Monarque," as Coleridge calls him,
a poet and a son of a poet, adds to the interest of his father's
idea, condensing into one exclamation, the summary of his
existence, "Vanity of vanities all is vanity." Bunyan, in
his Pilgrim, a prose poem, has caught up the same thought,
and in the fertile workshop of his fancy has forged out his
" Vanity Fair," which is not all a vanity fair, as Byron said of
his " Dream which was not all a dream." "While Shakspeare
rings the following original changes upon the same old metal.
--

" All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely plaj-erThey have their exits and their entrances ;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages," etc.
s

;

Nor is this the only passage of Scripture from which he is
supposed to have borrowed inspiration ; for a friend at my
elbow suggests that Solomon's address to the beloved in his
"Song of Songs," in which he says, "Thou hast ravished my
heart with one of thine eyes," probably suggested his fanciful
conceit of an artist, who, having finished an eye of great
beauty in one of his paintings, was so ravished with it he
could never paint the other. And here is a still more modern
variation of the idea by Cowley, who calls life a
" Vain,

weak-buil-

isthmus, that dost proudly rise

t

Up betwixt two Eternities."

Possibly, thus prefaced, you will venture to publish a sin-- ,
gle paragraph from the sermon :
"We. are vastly content with seeming to be what we are
not. Cloaking and seeming are life's great arts, in which we
are schooled from our ten devest years ; and in which theve ave
The fruit of it all is a
few who do not become proficient.
plentiful display of "sheep's clothing," "whited sepulchres,"
cups and platters outwardly cleansed, masks, and masquerades.
"We have seeming sages and solons, quite as well pleased with
a severe look, a knit bow, and cold reserve, as though they
weve in truth what they seem. "We have false, flatterers instead of honest friends: pedantry for scholarship: quackery
and
castles instead of
for medical skill:
day-drea-

ms

air-bui- lt
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toil: bluster and swagger for common sense. The beggar
feigns poverty, and the rich feign beggary. The king assumes
royalty, and the courtier feigns loyalty. We have shadows
without substance tears without grief smiles where the
heart knows its own bitterness mourning weeds where there
is no sorrow. For patriots we have patriotic hypocrites or
demagogues. Common courtesy and politeness are merely the
hypocrisy of brotherly love. All this seems so " bred in the
bone," that the leopard might almost as well change his spots
as eradicate it. Men seem elated when wearing a mere mask
of love, virtue, patriotism, wisdom or piety. There is no code
of honor which rebukes it, and no gospel which cures it. What
we call success is often disaster in disguise. While we add
house to house, and heap up honor upon honor, a process is
going on, unseen, which will soon sweep it all away. Like
the ' dying Eagle, we wing the shaft that quivers in the heart,
.

and nurse the pinion which impels the steel.'

In struggling

to be rich, we work out bankruptcy. By over mental exertion,
to be wise and learned, we work out idiocy and madness.
While we feast and revel, that we may make the most of life,
we issue drafts on our physical constitution, payable thirty
years hence, in premature decline a:id infirmity. Thus we

are, as it were, driving upon Capt. Parry's immense
running with our sledges in one direction, while a strong
is carrying ice, sledges and all, more rapidly in the
If we succeed, as one says, our reward is
opposite.
ice-floa-

t,

sea-curre- nt

when the ear has grown too dull to hear ;
when the senses it should please are dead ;
Wreaths when the hair they cover has grown grey ;
;pame when the heart it should have thrilled is numb
And close behind conies death, and ere we know
That even these unavailing gifts are ours,
He sendB us stript and naked to the grave.' "

'Praise
Gold

;

Thus you have something about, something j'n, and
something out of my last sermon ; a " vain 6hew," a sort of
of the thing itself. You may call it a regular or
irregular, or a regularly irregular contribution, provided you
will not criticise it by old Dr. Beecher's rule of rhetoric : ' A
writer's ideas should stand out like rabbit's ears, so that the
reader can get hold of them."
topsy-turv-

y
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(L'he JLaij
The poet, inviteth
the gentle reader
to listen to his
"ory- -

KENYONENSIA.

Kenyonensia.

of the (Eollcse 33cll.

Come gentle render hearken,
A story I Trill tell,
Of four brave youth,
Who went forsooth,
To rob a college bell.

'

I.
'Twas dreary winter midnight,
When weary mortals lay
In peaceful sleep,
And darkness deep
Obscured the king's highway.

II.
The wind, in mournful measures,
Danced mad round chimneys high.
And whirled the leaves
From autumn graves,
To th' angry, hungry sky.

III.
He nameth the
four brave youth.

Jacques the old, and younger,
With Olo of the flute,
And witty Joe,
Whom students know,
repute.
Of Dutch-organ

IV.
They iet forth at
midnight.

Stole from their darkened dwellings,
As th' hour of twelve tolled out,
With footsteps slow.
With breathing low,
And thoughts not quite devout.
V.

So'rm"pIa"ei.

Through corridors all gloomy,
Down winding, dizzy stairs,
They hastened on,
Now, one by one,
And now again in pairs ;
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VI.
Tho' shadows, pale and awful,
As ghost of dying saint,
Fell on the wall
Of oollege hall,
With moonbeams shining faint.
VII.
Nor speed, nor will delaying,
Tho' moon and ghosts oppose,
Till they stood 'fore
The outer door,
Where the middle entry rose.

VIII.

SStaWSd
up ihe stairs.

Now through the frowning portal,
And through the hall so gray,

nd up tne stairs,
By single pairs,
To where the belfry lay.
IX.

....
ticking

'

-

of

The
clocks and snor- -

hoBrriiethteKS'

By star light.

The way is hard,
even till it endeth
in a bdder which
goeth toward the

Oft many
J a loud repeater,
And many a sleeper sound,
1

Assailed their ears,
And woke their fears,
And chained them to the ground.
X.
Still, higher ever rising,
Where points the looming spire,
While stars look forth,
From th' angry north,
Like globes of living fire.
XI.
And now the way grew weary- 'Twas a ladder frail and high,
Which pointed steep,
To whcre thfiy ke(?p
The bell, in the great belfry.
.

XII.
They rose, and saw the shining
Of stars on the wall below,
They saw the frown
Of the watchful morn,
Through the bars of th' arched window.
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XIII.
eVunto

To"

which their dis- Iv i pi mak'pt h
them imagine to
be a cluud.
I

The RhoRt slowly
risctli in the semblance of vapor,
their to unbelief
say it is
them
dust which their
feet excitetli.

Thov arrive at the
boirfy, which is
cell-lik-

They saw their eyes wide open
A ghost both white and tall,
And whispered loud,
" 'TlS but a cloud
Through an opening in the wall."
1

XIV.
They watched him slowly rising,
In floating vapors round,
And then they said,
And bowed the head,
' 'Tis dust from off the ground."

They saw
rp,

Tne'

,

XV.
the ladder ended

,i,

6tood )nsldei a cell,
.

Tlie walls were sound,
The roof was round,
And here they found the bell.

e.

The Moon show.
eth them the bell.

XVI.
Then, in the moon beam languid,
star light,
And in the pale
'
,
m,
They smiled to see
Their enemy,
And danced with fierce delight.

First youth eiveth
cause of his (lis.
like to the hell.

Quoth one, "How oft' it happens,
.
,
. n
n
dreams too sweet to tell,
From
Ere daylight break,
I am awoke,

.

XVII.
--

With this

And the
others.

three

.

.

loud-pealin-

g

bell."

XVIII.
" I, I, and I," three answered,
" Have rushed from blankets warm,
An(l ran my best,
Sans shirt, and vest,
Before the last alarm.
XIX.
" Bells may Bound clear at evening,
They may be sweet at noon,
But let them wake
At morning break,
Then they are out of tune."
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And now the wind blew fiercer,
the pointed spire ;
Yet, still they smiled,
Like demons wild,
When mischief they conspire.
XXI.

The four youth
stand ready at the
wheel.

The word is giv-e- n
and the bell
rolls up.

A wheel the bell supported.
Strong as the wheel of fate,
They stood close by,
To swing it high,
With all its pond'rous weight.

XXII.
The master cried, " Pull bravely
They bowed their bodies well.
The wheel flew round,
With thunder sound,
And upwards flew the bell.

!

XXIII.
Swift thro' the opening grating,
The echo thundering rolled ;
The legion storm
Heard the alarm,
And smote the belfry old.

The storm hath
no power to mov

the youth.

Nor is there danger of discovery.

The elder Jacques
proceddeth, without pity, to rob
the tongue from
the belL

XXIV.
But cold their hearts, and harder
Than rocks within the sea,
And deaf to all
The tempest's call,
They labored fearlessly.
XXV.
The college deeply slumbered,
Their dreams too sweet for fears
Though thunder smote
That bell remote,
It failed to smite their ears.
XXVI.
Above the great bell bending,
Jacques assayed to tear
Its tuneful tongue,
Which daily rung,
To summon men to prayer.

;
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eth the torn

XXVII.
Fresh bleeding from the socket,
He held it to the moon,
And smiled to feel
The shattered steel,
That steel so full of tune

"'gUe'

!

XXVIII.
Oh, had they poured cold water
All down its freezing throat,
The sin tho' great,
Would not compete,
With drowning every note.

XXIX.
Oh, had they cut the roping,
On which its ringing hung,
The crime tho' dark,
Were not so sharp,
As cutting out its tongue.

XXX.
Sudden darkness
ovcrtakcih them.

They hasten away
with the tongue.

Clouds overspread the heavens,
The moon withdrew her light,
Sad shadows fell,
Around the bell,
And o'er the robbers night.

XXXI.
They left it, grimly smiling,
While younger Jacques said,
" Tho' small the tongue
With which it sung,
How empty now its head !"
XXXII.
They left it slowly swinging.
Like censer dark and dole j
A wrong was done.

Yet, there it hung,
A bell without a toll !
XXXIII.
Oh silence, blank as terror,
Oh darkness deep as hell,
Oh shocking sight,
At dead of night,
A moving, tonguele6s bell !

.
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Is issuing the present number, which completes the first Volume of our
Magazine, we take the opportunity thus afforded of faying a few words to our
readers, who doubtless are desirous of knowing the success which has
publication. AVe have great pleasure, therefore, in assuring them
that the Collegian is now fixed upon a firm basis, and if any doubts were
entertained as to its continuance, they have long since ceased to exist. It has
been a source of gratification to us to observe that our Magazine has many
friends, both at home and abroad, who manifest a deep interest in its welfare,
and as such we are proud to number those whose character and influence entitle them to high respect. To the graduate, now mingling in the world of business, the Collegian brings back the pleasant memories of College days, and is
the frequent companion of his leisure hours. To present students, it serves as
.1 repository of events transpiring around
them, and to which in after years
they will love to refer. To the friends of the Institution witli which it is connected it gives evidence that " learning has here spread her book of light, and
that the warm breast of youth is won to knowledge and to truth."
It is unnecessary that we should comment upon the literary character of the
Magazine.
Of this we leave our readers to judge for themselves.
We will
simply state that it shall be our aim to make it a fair expositor of the literary
talent of our College.
To this end we invite and urge contributions
from all those who are or have been connected with Kcnyon. Believing
as we do that the Collegian will advance the interests of our Alma Mater, we
are surely not asking too much of those who love her prosperity, that they aid
us to make it superior to similar publications.
at-teuded-

its

A few weeks since, the purple shadows of the sun were ascending the
steep side of the hill, casting rich light into hollow fissures of the rocks, and
spreading a glory above the tree tops, although they hardly needed this additional decoration, the slight frosts of Autumn had changed their faded green
into tints of the most variegated character. All things were blessed with
beauty ; the rough bank whereon the old fisher was seated watching the current ; the tangled rushes at the brink ; and the poor peasant's cottage by the
side of the spring, was as highly decorated in this union of colors and sunlight as the richest palace of art. Could the scene, with the accompanying
influences of the hour, have lasted, one might have thought that morning was
dawning upon another Eden. Since then, few suns have set ; yet, how
changed the scene ! Strong winds have swept these woods, and the glories of
Autumn where are they? Have they ascended towards last evening's sun?
It set with all the beauty of the world concentrated in itself. And having
robbed us, it leaves us in the cold gray light of approaching winter. Happy
people upon whom he now shines as he shone upon us. The pastures are
bare, and the flocks are cut off. The sheaves are gathered in, and the places,
where the reapers carolled while they bent to the grain, are desolate.
The
orchards seem as though they never had produced ; the seats beneath the- !
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russet tree are vacant. We miss the merry congregation of the swallows
In the west there
round our steeples, and the sweet whistle of the
arises a dark cloud, and over the plains the winds are sweeping. Faint not
noble heart at the changing skies, desolate pastures, bare woods, and dreary
uplands. If you are a scholar, retire into your study ; there Autumn is ever
young, and the sheaves of matured intellect are gathered around your table.
Live on the harvest of knowledge you have gleaned from the past year's meditation, and, if you have been a faithful husbandman, bless mankind by extending to them a portion of your bounty. If you are rich, sigh not for Italian
skies, turn not your feet to other shores ; bring around you at home the luxuries of refined taste ; let music be heard at your hearth ; let bright lights anticipate the night, and friendly faces occupy those places which the seasons
have left vacant ; since you cannot train your favorite plants and flowers, cultivate the beautiful graces of kindness and charity. If you are a poor man,
let not your spirits sink with the sad falling of the leaves, social blessings
brighten as nature becomes cold. If you are contented, you do not miss riches,
home is your repository of treasures, here your heart is held captive, "i our
meal may be plain, but it is sweet and welcome. Your chair by the fire is
lined neither with silk or velvet, yet your heart is merry, for the day's work
is done, and while the wind blows around your dwelling you join with the
little ones in singing the sweet old lines,
" The summer never shines so bright
As thought of on a winter's night."
Or this
" 'T was late in the evening, I sat
In my chair by the fire bright blazing,
!
Jly feet on a new Brussels mat,
A posture to me the most pleasing ;
I saw in the coals all so red
A thousand strange figures combining
They entered my musical head,
And set my old brain sweetly rhyming.
Men talk of the light of the sun,
As round and red as a guinea,
But when the day's labor is done,
Its beams are scarce worth a bad penny ;
"While brighter and higher the flames of the fire
Ascending, shed halos of glory,
And paint with delight the features of night,
More bright than the features of story.
The stars for fine jewels were made,
Enriching the heaven's blank treasury,
Yet, oh how they're thrown in the shade,
"When some bigger Sol holds its jubilee ;
Ah cold are their rays to the wood's golden blaze,
And kept to themselves all their shining,
While my fire would soon end if unwatehed by a friend,
And in solitude sad sink declining.
The moon is most modest and fair,
She whispers no secrets to others,
red-breas-

!

!
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But seen thro' the sharp frosty air,
T' the beggar less beauty discovers,
But still with a shiuing which quiets repining,
And glow of pure friendship so "warmer,
My fire 's inviting all hearts that delight in
A song by the snug chimney corner.
Since we last met, dear Reader, a consecrated time hiscomi nd gone.
brightened us with its presence. Brightened all by whom
it was honored, both by the pleasures it brought, and the memories it awakened. Alas that there are not more appreeintors of its privileges. Ah
Hallow-Eve- ,
Hallow-Evsad is the change since thy palmy days of vore.
Then thy arrival was cheerily greeted. From rustic cottage and lordly castle
went up the sound of preparation, and the note of jubilee Memory may well
revert to goodly scenes of the olden time. Imagine the ruddy blaze from
mammoth logs in the spacious hearth, bidding defiance to the approacli of
darkness, the brown oaken rafters fairly glisten in the glowing light, while
f
in
corners there is just enough of shadow to give an air of mystery.
Soon the crackling wood is unheard amid the salutations of friends and the
ringing laugh, as guests pour in to do honor to the occasion. The bashful
maiden, the bold forester, buxom widows and hale rustics, the young and the
old, throw care to the winds, and enter with eager zest into the accustomed
sports. And now the fun begins. Merry circles gather around large tubs of
water, in which swim
apples swiftly revolving. Heads bob beneath the surface in hot pursuit of the
fruit, and again and again
are raised dripping and apple-lesThe unyielding swain dives even to
bottom, and with fierce energy makes his teeth meet again in the captured prize,
while he emerges Neptune-like- ,
amid shouts of congratulation at his success.
Another group watch the even more amusing attempts of the adventurous to get
a nibble at apples placed on opposite ends of a
suspended in the
doorway, while burning candles at the other extremities are more frequently
encountered in its swift whirling. Thus games of varied character abound,
fortunes are told, handkerchiefs thrown, merry pranks played, and gay dancers
trip it lightly, until the massive wassail-bowl- ,
filled to overflowing with boiling hot beverage of spicy odor, is passed from mouth to mouth, that all may
quaff its magical contents. While within all goes cheerily on, without, darkness and mystery reign. Cold fleecy clouds obscure the moonlight, and the
stars twinkle dimly. It is the night when lovers see darling faces peeping
over their left shoulder in the glass, when swains may expect to meet sweethearts running round the hay stack, when from furrows in the newly ploughed
fields 6trangely 6weet voices are heard. When, above all, at midnight the
Fairies are abroad in full glee, dancing in the moonbeams, sipping from the
rollicking on the mead, shouting in mimic chorus the glories of
the hour. Then
"Trip the pert fairies and the dapper elves:
By dimpled brook and fountain brim
The
decked with daisies trim,
Their merry wakes and pastimes keep."
Hallow-Eve- ,
Ah! Hallow-Evthy joys are departed, and with thee many
another season of treasured festivity.
All-Hallows'-E-
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Business letters and letters of odvi e have only two sides, the outside and
the inside. We present a specimen of a fine lady's letter, the style is coro- mon ; this evidently has three sides:
My Dear Mns. B
,
TOU RIDICULOUS OLD BORE,
Your sweet letter arrived yesterI wish you never had posted that
s
day ; and I assure you that the
vile
of yours. I must
of my soul were poured out over
sit down and answer it while my new
a perusal.
bonnet is waiting to be trimmed.
The cares of a largo family sit
You know you look as old as
lightly upon you j but were it not for
wife, and as sour as a pipthe amiable and delightful disposiMolpin in June, and that
tions of your sweet children you must
ly, isn't she like her mother. Save
long since have sunk uuder it.
me! from that imp Billy, who is always pinching his amiable young
brother.
Need I again assure you of my
Vengeance and hysterics I'm afraid
continued anxiety for the happiness
you have spread a net for Mr. G
of your charming daughters, and the
I had my eye on him for my Lucinda
success of 3'our promising boy.
but I'll be equal with you ; if I can
manage it, your eldest son shall proaffec-ion-

hand-writin- g

Me-thusala-h's

bold-face- d

!

.

pose for her.

I hope to enjoy the exceeding

grat-

ification of meeting you at Mrs. Major
C
's, and of renewing our sym- parhizing conversations.
At least, you will call soon upon
your dear friend, and be sure to bring
your sweet children.
When this arrives you will be actively engaged in the cultivation of
your household plants, with your

usual skill and tenderness.
Alas! how we are governed by circumstances! The post admonishes me
that I must bring this letter to a close.
Farewell!

With the sincerest expressions of
everlasting attachment, believe me
your devoted friend,
DORETHA

HODIIOL'SE.

Sympathizing indeed you ignoramus! you never learned grammar
in all your life.
!

I will be from home when you come,
but I will see from my bedroom window what dress you have on.
'Tis in bed you'll be, trying to recover from too tight lacing fur Mrs.
T
's party last night I hope you
may lace tighter the next time
Thank goodness the post serves
a double purpose ; it takes this, and
!

!

gives me an excuse.
Glad to get rid of you !
You'll be fool enough to believe it.
wont you ? I heartily bale you, and
you hate me that's so.
DORKTHA

IIOBHOUSE.

" Arundixf.'s Cami " contributes the following rendering of Mother Goose's
" Little Jack Horner," which as he was eating a "Christmas pie," we consider seasonable.
FESTO QUID POTIUS DIE.
IIorxer Jacculo sedit in angulo
4
Vorans, ceu serias ageret ferias,
Crustum dulce et amabile :
Inquit et unum extrahans prunum ;
'Horner, quam fueris nubile pucris
' Exemplar imitubile!'
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Did you ever experience thnt "sweet unrest" which is born of bright eyes?
so the whole creation has neitlier nook nor corner wherein you may lay your
poor heart and say, it is safe, one spot excepted, and that is, confession. Ah,
yes, I would, if I could. How 1 When ? and Where ? Shall it be like Paul
Eooney approaching the Viceroj', prepared for any emergency ? Shall it be
standing before your idol, with both eyes fired on the toe of your boot ? Sitting by her, shall it be conveyed through a sigh and an eloquent glance, which
says, " My life, I love you !" Or after the manner of the magnanimous Guppy ,
casting yourself upon one knee, at her feet, your hand upon your breast, and
passionately declaring that " there are cords in the human heart." We cannot
be responsible for the locality, but suggest that you take to heart the advice of
one who was wise in considering the manner:

If

When you go courting a neat or a dainty lass,
Don't you be sighing or ready to faint, alas
Little she 'd care for such pluckless philandering,
And to the woods she would send you a wandering.
!

Tip her the wink, and take hold of the fist of her;
Kiss her before she'd have time to say, Christopher;
She may cry out, " Tou 're an impudent fellow, sir!"
But her eye will unsay what her tongue it will tell you, sir.
Give her another, or rather a score of 'em,
Still you will find her ready for more of 'em,
Press her, caress her, my dear, like a stylish man,
For that is the way to do court like American.

Pitch far away sighings and "well
Oglings and singings of piperly melodies;
When in your arms you fairly have got her, sir,
Her heart it will melt like a lump of fresh butter, sir.
a-dny-

s,"

Oh ! the dear creatures sure I'm kill'd with 'em !
My heart, was it big as the sea, would befill'd with 'em;
Far have I truffd it, and surely where'er I went,
'Twas with the girls I had fun and merrimeut.
We have on our table the July and August Nos. of the "Iowa Medical
Journal ;" the Marietta and Amherst Collegiate Magazines and the " Cicero-rian- "
for October ; also the November Nos. of the " Yale Literary" and Harvard Magazines, and the "Ohio Journal of Education." Where is our Princeton contemporary ?

